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This book provides a deep discussion about e-HRM issues so the reader can  have a thoughtful background about the key role played by those who  participate in e-HRM activities. A variety of experiences are provided to  involve the reader in real problems an     

       About the Author

    Teresa Torres Coronas, Ph. D., has a bachelor's degree in economics (Barcelona University) and a Ph.D. in management (Rovira i Virgili University). She won first prize in the 2000 edition of EADA related management research. She is the author of the book Valuing Brands (Ediciones Gestión 2000. Spain), co-author or the book Retrieve Your Creativity (Septem Ediciones, Spain), co-editor of the book Changing the way you teach: Creative tools for management education, (Septem Ediciones, Spain, in press), and author of many articles and conference papers about intangible management, management education, and applied creativity and TI. She is management professor at the Universitat Rovira i Virgili, and she is one of the Spanish associates of the Center for Research in Applied Creativity (in Canada). She is an active member of the Management Education and Development Division (Academy of Management) and the Information Resources Management Association.    Mario Arias Oliva: Dr. Mario Arias is PhD in Management by Rovira Rovira i Virgili University. His PhD research was about Virtual Organizations. He attended several courses at Erasmus Universiteit Rótterdam and MBA courses at Rotterdam School of Management, Holland. He is professor at Rovira i Virgili University in the Management area. Dr. Arias collaborate as well with the Center for Computing and Social Responsibility, De Montfort University, UK. In 2002 become International Research Associate of this Center. He has conducted several research projects as, "Self-employment analysis in Spain" (Edited by the Spanish Economic Ministry) or "The relationship between training consultancy organizational design and strategy: the effects on quality and performance of training services" (Edited by the Spanish Union "Unión General de Trabajadores, UGT"). Mario Arias has been invited as speaker to several MBA programs, seminars, courses and International Conferences: Autónoma University of Madrid, Vigo University, Rey Juan Carlos of Madrid University, Politecnic University of Madrid, De Montfort University (UK), Unisinos (Brazil) Autónoma del Sur (Chile), Atacama University (Chile), UNICEN University (Argentina) and UCES (Argentina).
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Web Matrix Developer's GuideApress, 2002

	"I1's free!" That phrase emblazons many products. Everything from coupons in

	your local grocery store to the trade paper you read this morning use that phrase.

	Web Matrix is another product that uses the phrase "It's free!" However, unlike

	many products for which free also me ans nonuseful, Web Matrix is...
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Turbo Decoder Architecture for Beyond-4G ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	This book describes the most recent techniques for turbo decoder implementation, especially for 4G and beyond 4G applications. The authors reveal techniques for the design of high-throughput decoders for future telecommunication systems, enabling designers to reduce hardware cost and shorten processing time. Coverage includes an...
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Virtual Vixens: 3D Character Modeling and Scene PlacementFocal Press, 2007
Features software workshops for 3ds Max, Maya, CINEMA 4D, Lightwave, and Softimage XSI.

Hot, hotter, hottest. See how todays leading modeling artists create 3D characters that sizzle and get the techniques youll need to create your own virtual vixens.

Steven Stahlberg, Liam Kemp, Marco Patrito, and Sze Jones from Blur Studio...
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Intelligence and Security Informatics: Techniques and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The book is organized in four major areas. The first unit focuses on the terrorism informatics and data mining. The second unit discusses the intelligence and crime analysis. The third unit covers access control, infrastructure protection, and privacy. The fourth unit presents surveillance and emergency response.
Readers will find the book...
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide (Exam 310-051) (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available
With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide covers what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 

	100% complete coverage of all official...
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Spoken Language Processing: A Guide to Theory, Algorithm and System DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2001
Our primary motivation in writing this book is to share our working experience to bridge the gap between the knowledge of industry gurus and newcomers to the spoken language processing community. Many powerful techniques hide in conference proceedings and academic papers for years before becoming widely recognized by the research community or the...
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